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**ABSTRACT**

The ability to study nonhematologic cancers through noninvasive sampling of blood is one of the most exciting and rapidly advancing fields in cancer diagnostics. This has been driven both by major technologic advances, including the isolation of intact cancer cells and the analysis of cancer cell-derived DNA from blood samples, and by the increasing application of molecularly driven therapeutics, which rely on such accurate and timely measurements of critical biomarkers. Moreover, the dramatic efficacy of these potent cancer therapies drives the selection for additional genetic changes as tumors acquire drug resistance, necessitating repeated sampling of cancer cells to adjust therapy in response to tumor evolution. Together, these advanced noninvasive diagnostic capabilities and their applications in guiding precision cancer therapies are poised to change the ways in which we select and monitor cancer treatments.

**Significance:** Recent advances in technologies to analyze circulating tumor cells and circulating tumor DNA are setting the stage for real-time, noninvasive monitoring of cancer and providing novel insights into cancer evolution, invasion, and metastasis. Cancer Discov; 4(6); 650–61. © 2014 AACR.

**INTRODUCTION**

Blood contains two types of cancer-derived materials that are susceptible to detailed molecular analysis: intact circulating tumor cells (CTC) and cell-free circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA). The former are shed from primary or metastatic tumor deposits, and although they are rare, they are thought to be enriched for metastatic precursors. Initially detected in an 1869 autopsy within the blood of a patient with widespread breast cancer (1), CTCs are now isolated with increasingly sophisticated technologies (2–4). However, the advantage of applying multiple DNA, RNA, and protein-based assays to study whole tumor cells in the circulation (so-called liquid biopsies) is currently restricted by the need for complex cellular isolation platforms.

Cancer-derived molecules in the blood include well-established protein markers, such as carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) or prostate-specific antigen (PSA), as well as circulating cell fragments such as exosomes. However, among cell-free biomarkers, it is ctDNA that offers the greatest opportunity for the application of detailed molecular techniques. Although cell-free DNA (cfDNA) in the circulation was first described in 1948 (5), abnormalities in patients with cancer were observed only decades later (6, 7). ctDNA is thought to be derived from tumor deposits and lysed CTCs. As such, although its isolation is far simpler than CTCs, it is the variable contribution of tumor-derived ctDNA versus the typically much larger amount of cfDNA shed from normal cells that has limited analyses to date. The application of next-generation sequencing (NGS) together with advanced computational methods has recently allowed ctDNA-based tumor genotyping.

As both CTC and ctDNA technologies evolve, they will likely have similar as well as distinct clinical applications, reflecting their relative biologic and technologic strengths (Fig. 1; see also ref. 8). However, they are both integral to the emerging view of cancer as comprising a heterogeneous and dynamic molecular landscape; ultimate therapeutic success will require a high level of integration between real-time diagnostic measurements and targeted interventions. In this regard, we first address the various clinical indications in which blood-based molecular diagnostics may play a significant role.

**BLOOD-BASED MEASUREMENTS IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF CANCER**

The application of blood-based protein markers in quantifying tumor response to therapy is well established in clinical practice, especially in settings in which the cancer itself is not readily measurable. For instance, bone metastases in prostate cancer are difficult to detect and quantify except for extensive bone destruction, which may not be evident until overt symptoms occur. Such markers were developed to reflect response to therapy and evaluate treatment of recurrence.

**BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS OF CANCER RESPONSE**

Protein markers in plasma and serum and the enzymatic activity of these markers are widely used as surrogate indicators of cancer response to therapy (9). CEA is the prototypical protein marker that has been extensively studied in the context of colorectal cancer (10). However, its use in other diseases is less well established. PSA is the most widely used marker for prostate cancer (11). Although it is an androgen-regulated protein, it is elevated in many noncancerous conditions, such as prostatic infection, prostatitis or prostatic fluid retention, and is not specific for cancer (12). Therefore, the measurement of PSA is not considered adequate to screen for prostate cancer (13). The performance characteristics of PSA as a screening test also make it unsatisfactory for monitoring tumor response in prostate cancer (12). Although these markers are widely used, they are generally insensitive and lack specificity.
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Figure 1. Clinical applications of CTC and ctDNA analyses in cancer care. The molecular analyses that are enabled by the isolation of CTCs and ctDNA from blood specimens are illustrated. These may be applied to guide different treatment strategies at different events in the initial diagnosis and treatment of patients with cancer.

cancer do not show rapid radiographic changes following hormonal therapy, and hence serum PSA levels are routinely used as a surrogate marker of drug response (9). In the selected cases studied to date, both CTCs and ctDNA measurements show rapid responses following administration of effective therapy (10, 11). Such blood-based markers may prove particularly useful as the choice of potentially effective therapies increases with novel targeted drug regimens. Indeed, we anticipate a time when brief therapeutic trials of different regimens followed by blood-based measurements of tumor burden, or even cell-based signaling studies, may allow rapid selection of effective therapies without waiting for radiographic evidence of response or nonresponse.

The choice of therapeutic agent itself may be based on blood-based diagnostics. Early studies of CTCs identified their presence as conferring a negative prognostic significance in patients with metastatic cancers of the breast, colon, and prostate (12–14). The therapeutic implications of such information, however, were indirect, without compelling data that more-aggressive chemotherapy regimens are more effective in patients whose metastatic cancer is associated with high levels of CTCs. More-recent studies have focused on the presence of genetic mutations, identified in CTCs or in ctDNA, whose presence is predictive of response to targeted inhibitors (10, 15). Blood-based molecular genotyping in non–small cell lung cancer, melanoma, and breast cancer, for instance, may guide the administration of drugs targeting mutant EGFR, BRAF, and PIK3CA, or the EML4–ALK translocation. In cases in which the primary tumor cannot be readily biopsied, CTC- or ctDNA-based genotyping may provide a rapid and noninvasive strategy to obtain clinically relevant genotypes needed for treatment selection. Tumors acquire resistance to targeted drugs, through either mutations that reduce drug binding, activation of alternative signaling pathways, increased expression of antiapoptotic genes, or cellular transformations to mesenchymal and even distinct histologic phenotypes (16, 17). Appropriate selection of second-line therapies is key to achieving effective response (18, 19), and serial blood-based monitoring for emerging mechanisms of drug response may prove to be one of the most compelling applications of these diagnostic strategies.

Although the application of blood-based molecular diagnostics in patients with known metastatic cancer constitutes the most immediate application of these technologies, it is probably the early diagnosis of cancer, at a stage in which it may be curable, where they may achieve their greatest impact. For instance, the detection of minimal residual disease, after potentially curative therapy, may lead to second-line salvage therapies in sarcomas, prostate cancer, and colorectal cancer. In patients with localized cancers, evidence of either
circulating cancer cells or abundant ctDNA might identify subsets at increased risk of recurrence, in whom adjuvant therapy might be considered. As the sensitivity of the detection assays improves, it is conceivable that blood-based assays may be useful in early cancer screening, particularly in high-risk individuals who may be repeatedly monitored. Finally, as our understanding evolves about fundamental mechanisms that drive cancer cell invasion into the bloodstream, novel drug targets may be identified, ultimately leading to therapies aimed at preventing metastasis. Thus, from immediate application to more futuristic goals, the introduction of blood-based molecular diagnostics into the clinic is likely to fundamentally alter the way in which we treat patients with cancer.

CIRCULATING TUMOR CELLS

CTCs are shed into the vasculature from primary and/or metastatic tumor deposits (2, 20). The process underlying the extravasation of tumor cells is not well understood and may involve both active invasion of cells with increased migratory potential [resulting from epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT); ref. 21] and passive shedding of individual cells or tumor cell clusters resulting from compromised tumor vasculature (22, 23). Once in the circulation, CTCs seem to persist for a short time; in patients with localized cancer who have detectable CTCs, most no longer have evidence of such cells at 24 hours following surgical resection (24). On the basis of their morphology, CTCs are highly heterogeneous. Many seem apoptotic or damaged, even following the most gentle isolation techniques, whereas others seem similar in appearance to cells from matched tumor biopsies. Some cancer cells in the circulation travel in clusters, ranging from two CTCs caught in mitosis to large microemboli with >50 cells detectable in the peripheral vasculature (22–26). The proliferative index of CTCs, defined by Ki67 staining, is highly variable among different patients (24), whereas single-cell analyses have revealed heterogeneity in signaling pathways among CTCs from individual patients (27, 28–30). Most importantly, identifying the subset of CTCs capable of initiating a metastatic lesion, and weighing the relative contributions of “seed versus soil,” remain major challenges. Culturing CTCs in vitro (31, 32) and testing their tumorigenic properties, as well as their susceptibilities to various clinically relevant drug regimens, are exciting future applications of the technology. Taken together, the biology of CTCs provides two fundamental avenues for research: first, understanding and ultimately targeting the process of blood-borne metastasis and, second, using CTC analyses as a readout of tumor status for therapeutic and early-detection applications.

CTC Isolation Technologies and Platforms

Technologies for isolating intact CTCs from the circulation are faced with the challenge of finding extremely rare cells among abundant normal blood cells in a specimen drawn from a patient with cancer. Although some rare outliers may have hundreds or even thousands of CTCs/mL of blood, most patients with metastatic cancer have fewer than 10 cells/mL [1 mL of blood contains 1 million white blood cells (WBC) and 1 billion red blood cells]. Many different CTC isolation technologies have emerged over the past few years, but all share the fundamental challenge of sorting through massive numbers of blood cells without losing or damaging the few CTCs present, purifying these efficiently while limiting the number of contaminating leukocytes, and finally correctly identifying CTCs based on unique immunophenotypes, cytopathologic features, or molecular genetic features.

CTC isolation strategies fall broadly within different classes, depending on whether they rely on physical properties of tumor cells, their expression of unique cell surface markers, or, more recently, the effective depletion of normal leukocytes to reveal untagged CTCs. There are innumerable technologic approaches that fall within these broad categories, all at different stages of development, from “proof of concept” using cancer cell lines spiked into blood, to more advanced testing with blood specimens from patients with different cancers. Representative technologies are listed in Table 1.

Size-based filtering approaches take advantage of the fact that many epithelial cancer cells are larger (median diameter 15 μm) than leukocytes (10 μm; refs. 33–37). These platforms have the advantage of ease of use, although processing large volumes of cells through a static filter poses significant hemodynamic stress on cells, which may reduce their integrity. Moreover, measurements of CTCs isolated using other parameters reveal considerable variation in the size of CTCs, even those derived from a single patient. In some cases, CTCs may be similar in size to or even smaller than leukocytes, while large circulating cells in patients undergoing chemotherapy may include bone marrow–derived megakaryocytes (28). Nonetheless, filtering technologies are continuing to improve and may provide a relatively simple way to assess CTC burden, particularly in cancer types associated with larger tumor cell diameters.

High-throughput microscopic scanning of blood specimens depleted of red blood cells and plated onto a large adherent surface has been tested to screen for CTCs (26, 38–41). This strategy is unbiased by cell size in initial selection of CTCs and it relies on staining for epithelial or tumor markers to identify CTCs, although molecular characterization of cancer cells within such unpurified blood populations presents significant challenges. Other isolation technologies that are based on physical properties of cancer cells make use of their differential density (42), electrical charge (43, 44), photoacoustic resonance (45, 46), or size-based flow kinetics (47). Secretion of marker proteins by CTCs (48–50) or their invasion through collagen-coated surfaces (51–53) have also been tested as detection strategies.

The most popular CTC isolation technologies have involved antibody-mediated capture of cancer cells. The commercial technology (CellSearch) makes use of magnetically tagged antibodies against the common epithelial cell surface marker EpCAM (54–56). In this approach, blood cells are first fixed, exposed to antibody, and then separated in a batch process by application of a magnetic field. Although effective and highly reproducible, the relatively low yield of CTCs recovered using this technology may reflect the loss of rare cells through a multistep batch purification and the inefficient magnetic separation of labeled cells traveling across a dense population of unlabeled cells. EpCAM-positive cells have also been captured by incubation with an antibody-coated magnetic stir-bar, followed by cell release (57, 58). Microfluidic technologies are particularly well suited to the...
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allowing 10^4 depletion of WBCs at a flow rate of 10 mL/h. Initially focused tagged leukocytes as they travel through a micro-
termed “inertial focusing” (63). Magnetic deflection of inert-
within a single file as they travel through specially confi gured
integration of all nucleated cells (i.e., WBCs and CTCs) from red blood
microfluidic devices. In the so-called “CTC-iChip,” an
achieve a highly pure CTC population requires sophisticated
expression of EpCAM and other epithelial cell surface mark-
Furthermore, nonepithelial cancers, such as melanoma, do
express multiple different epitopes, even within a single patient.
Furthemore, nonepithelial cancers, such as melanoma, do not
express EpCAM, while others undergo EMT, losing their
characterization of CTCs (10, 24, 27, 61, 62), the capture of cells
within three-dimensional chambers poses limitations to both
high-throughput imaging and single-cell molecular analyses.
Of the new microfluidic CTC isolation strategies, the most
promising involves depletion of leukocytes from a blood sam-
ple, leaving untagged CTCs for analysis (28). There is a power-
ful rationale for this strategy: Leukocyte cell surface markers
are well characterized and invariant, whereas cancer cells may
express multiple different epitopes, even within a single patient.
Furthermore, nonepithelial cancers, such as melanoma, do not
express EpCAM, while others undergo EMT, losing their
expression of EpCAM and other epithelial cell surface mark-
ers. However, the massive depletion of leukocytes required to
achieve a highly pure CTC population requires sophisticated
microfluidic technologies. In the so-called “CTC-iChip,” an
integrated microfluidic device fi rst achieves size-based separa-
tion of all nucleated cells (i.e., WBCs and CTCs) from red blood
cells, platelets, and plasma. The nucleated cells are then arrayed
within a single fi le as they travel through specially confi gured
curved channels, taking advantage of a physical phenomenon
termed “inertial focusing” (63). Magnetic deflection of inert-
ially focused tagged leukocytes as they travel through a micro-
fluidic channel requires minimal force and is highly effi cient,
allowing 10^4 depletion of WBCs at a flow rate of 10 mL/h. Untagged and unmanipulated CTCs are delivered at an aver-
age cell purity of 1% in solution, where they can be stained for
enumeration, lysed for molecular characterization, or picked
individually for single-cell analyses (28). Automation followed
by broad dissemination of such powerful CTC isolation plat-
forms to the cancer research community will allow widespread
investigation of CTCs as molecular markers and their applica-
tion to large-scale clinical trials.

Molecular Characterization of CTCs

Once captured, CTCs may be stained and enumerated. Tra-
ditional criteria have defi ned these cells as positive for pan-cyto-
eratin and negative for the common leukocyte antigen CD45
(55). The use of fl uorescent-conjugated antibodies requires
care in setting appropriate signal thresholds; cellular frag-
ments are excluded using nuclear dyes, as are “double-positive”
cells staining for both cytokeratin and CD45. Most recently,
microfluidic isolation technologies have enabled high-reso-
lution light microscopy, using clinical laboratory cytopathol-
y protocols, including standardized immunohistochemistry
(28). Such integration between a research platform and clinici-
cally accepted diagnostic standards is particularly important
to the acceptance of blood-based diagnostics as a clinical tool
in the management of patients with cancer.

As noted above, baseline enumeration of CTCs has been
demonstrated to have prognostic value in patients with
known metastatic cancers of the breast, colon, and prostate
(12–14). However, it is the change in CTCs within a given
patient following therapeutic intervention that is most likely
to have signifi cant clinical benefi t. Across most platforms that
yield a dynamic range in CTC numbers, these counts drop rap-
idly and signifi cantly in patients who have bona fi de
responses to eff ective therapies (10, 24, 64). Interestingly, whereas CTC
counts within individual patients are correlated with clinical
response, across diff erent patients, CTC counts are not cor-
related with tumor burden as measured radiographically or
using serum protein markers. Baseline CTC numbers in each
patient may therefore refl ect additional parameters, possibly
including tumor invasiveness, vascularity, or other factors. In
genetically uniform mouse tumor models, CTC numbers are
relatively well correlated with tumor burden (61).

Characterization of CTCs for expression of protein markers
is readily achieved using fl uorescence microscopy, although

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying technology</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Representative platforms</th>
<th>Selected references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antibody capture</td>
<td>Selection for EpCAM on tumor cells</td>
<td>Veridex/CellSearch</td>
<td>54–56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Magsweeper</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Microfluidic CTC-Chip</td>
<td>59, 60, 110, 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-throughput imaging</td>
<td>Scanning of cells on slide</td>
<td>Epic</td>
<td>26, 38–41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical properties</td>
<td>Differential size, density, others</td>
<td>Physical filter</td>
<td>33–37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Density gradient</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dielectric</td>
<td>43, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Photoacoustic</td>
<td>45, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Microfluidic</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional characteristics</td>
<td>Protein secretion, migratory properties</td>
<td>EPISPOT secretion assay</td>
<td>48–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Invasion assay</td>
<td>51–53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukocyte depletion</td>
<td>Negative depletion of leukocytes</td>
<td>Batch cell lysis</td>
<td>112–114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Microfluidic CTC-iChip</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the new microfluidic CTC isolation strategies, the most
promising involves depletion of leukocytes from a blood sam-
ples, leaving untagged CTCs for analysis (28). There is a power-
ful rationale for this strategy: Leukocyte cell surface markers
are well characterized and invariant, whereas cancer cells may
express multiple different epitopes, even within a single patient.
CIRCUITING TUMOR DNA

The presence of cfDNA in the circulation is a well-established phenomenon. Fragments of DNA are shed into the bloodstream from dying cells during cellular turnover or other forms of cell death (67). Normally, apoptotic or necrotic cells are cleared, and the levels of cfDNA are relatively low. Several thousand genome equivalents of DNA are typically present in 1 mL of circulating plasma, with more than 90% of healthy individuals having less than 25 ng cfDNA per mL (7, 68). In certain conditions, including inflammation, exercise, or tissue injury, cfDNA levels can be substantially higher. Recent analyses have shown that levels may increase by more than an order of magnitude during surgery (69). cfDNA levels in patients with cancer are typically several-fold higher than those in healthy individuals, but the levels can vary widely (7, 68). cfDNA in the circulation is typically fragmented to 160 to 180 bp in length, corresponding to nucleosome-protected DNA observed in apoptotic cells (70).

In patients with cancer, a fraction of cfDNA is tumor derived and is termed ctDNA (71). Conceptually, ctDNA may be derived from primary tumors, metastatic lesions, or CTCs. The fraction of cfDNA that is tumor derived in patients with cancer has a variable contribution ranging from <0.1% to >10% of the DNA molecules (69). The variability in levels of ctDNA is not well understood and is thought to be affected by tumor burden, stage, cellular turnover, accessibility to the circulation, and factors affecting blood volume. Although patients with similar tumor types may have varying absolute levels of ctDNA at the time of diagnosis, the relative levels of ctDNA within an individual have been shown to correlate with tumor burden and response to therapy (69).

Cancers contain tumor-specific (somatic) genetic alterations that are present in most, if not all, cancer cells in an individual patient (72). By virtue of the clonal nature of tumor cells, somatic changes are present in many copies that are continuously released and can be detected in the circulation. Several studies have shown that mutations in ctDNA exactly correspond to mutations from the primary tumor, including both point mutations and structural alterations such as copy-number changes and rearrangements. These analyses demonstrate that somatic alterations detected in ctDNA are directly derived from an individual tumor. Somatic DNA alterations therefore can be thought to define the presence and level of ctDNA. Importantly, ctDNA mutations can be used to identify potentially actionable changes affecting driver genes, such as EGFR, KRAS, BRAF, and PIK3CA, as well as providing personalized biomarkers that can be used to detect residual disease or monitor tumor levels during therapy.

Technologies for Analysis of ctDNA

Because tumor-specific alterations in ctDNA are not present in normal cells, they offer an exquisitely sensitive and specific approach for cancer detection. From a clinical perspective, the preparation of cfDNA for analyses of DNA alterations is simple to implement. Isolation of cfDNA typically requires 5 to 10 mL of blood, collected in tubes treated with an anticoagulant such as EDTA. Cells are separated by centrifugation, and the plasma supernatant is removed. Circulating DNA is extracted from plasma using commercially
available kits. Serum can also be used, but is less preferable due to the possibility of lysed cellular DNA that may affect the relative levels of ctDNA. Technical aspects of plasma collection may affect ctDNA levels. ctDNA has limited stability in the blood because of the presence of DNase activity, and as such cfDNA preparation should not exceed several hours after blood draw. Once cfDNA is isolated, the challenge is to overcome these limitations, an approach called BEAMing was developed (78). This PCR-based method allows single-molecule amplification during PCR (Bi-PAP-A; ref. 76).

Known point mutations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying technology</th>
<th>Mutation detection approach</th>
<th>Type of alteration</th>
<th>Example alterations</th>
<th>Selected references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real-time or endpoint PCR</td>
<td>ARMS-Scorpion PCR, PCR-SSCP, Mutant allele-specific PCR</td>
<td>Known point mutations</td>
<td>KRAS, EGFR hotspot changes</td>
<td>74, 73, 75, 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital PCR</td>
<td>BEAMing, Droplet-based digital PCR, Digital droplet PCR</td>
<td>Known point mutations</td>
<td>KRAS, EGFR hotspot changes</td>
<td>78, 80, 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene sequencing</td>
<td>SafeSeqs, OnTarget, TamSeq</td>
<td>Point mutations in gene regions</td>
<td>PIK3CA, EGFR, TP53 coding mutations</td>
<td>81, 83, 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole-genome sequencing</td>
<td>Digital karyotyping</td>
<td>Genome-wide copy-number changes</td>
<td>Personalized amplifications</td>
<td>87, 88, 108, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole-genome sequencing</td>
<td>PARE</td>
<td>Genome-wide rearrangements</td>
<td>Personalized rearrangements</td>
<td>85, 86, 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted sequencing</td>
<td>Digital karyotyping/PARE</td>
<td>Structural alterations in gene regions</td>
<td>MET, ERBB2 amplification</td>
<td>88, 98, 108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: SSCP, single-strand conformational polymorphism; BEAM, Beads, Emulsions, Amplification, and Magnetics; PARE, Personalized Analysis of Rearranged Ends.

Analysis of Rearranged Ends.

Abbreviations: SSCP, single-strand conformational polymorphism; BEAM, Beads, Emulsions, Amplification, and Magnetics; PARE, Personalized Analysis of Rearranged Ends.

Analysis of Point Mutations

For detection of somatic point mutations as biomarkers, the earliest analyses involved mutation-specific real-time or endpoint PCR approaches (68, 73–75). A particularly sensitive and specific method used the combination of pyrophosphorolysis-activated polymerization and allele-specific amplification during PCR (Bi-PAP-A; ref. 76).

More recently, a variety of digital genomic methods have been developed to improve identification of genetic alterations in ctDNA. These approaches are based on the concept that the most effective method to detect and quantify mutations is to analyze individual template molecules (77). This can be achieved by performing thousands of PCR reactions on template diluted to the point at which one or less template molecule is present in each reaction. Simply by counting the number of reactions containing wild-type or mutant PCR product, a sensitive and accurate quantification can be obtained. For individual mutations, this digital PCR approach can be used directly. However, such analyses are labor intensive and expensive when applied to more than a few hundred templates. To overcome these limitations, an approach called BEAMing was developed (78). This PCR-based method allows single-molecule PCR reactions to be performed on magnetic beads in water-in-oil emulsions. To distinguish mutant from wild-type coated beads, allele-specific fluorescent probes complementary to the known wild-type or mutant sequences are added to the beads for hybridization. Because each bead contains thousands of molecules of the identical sequence, the signal-to-noise ratio obtained by hybridization or enzymatic assays is high, and millions of beads can be analyzed rapidly using flow cytometry. BEAMing is sensitive and cost-effective when a limited number of potentially mutated positions are evaluated.

Other digital PCR approaches have been developed that can be applied for analyses of ctDNA in a similar manner. These include droplet digital PCR (Bio-Rad; ref. 79), picoliter droplet-based digital PCR (RainDance; ref. 80), and microfluidic systems for parallel PCR reactions (Fluidigm; ref. 78). When combined with PCR-based mutation detection strategies, these approaches can be used for sensitive detection of individual mutations at specific positions within the analyzed sequences. More recently, digital amplification and sequencing approaches using NGS methods have been developed (81, 82). These include PCR or capture of specific genomic loci and massively parallel sequencing to identify sequence alterations in the analyzed regions. In these approaches, unique identifiers are applied to the template molecules to help distinguish bona fide alterations from artifacts of PCR or sequencing. Hybridization methods have been developed to enrich for mutant alleles in the sample population (83). Overall, these analyses have included multiple exons of key genes and have
been extended to allow for whole-exome analyses (84). The digital sequencing–based approaches have the advantage of allowing a larger number of loci to be evaluated simultaneously for potential alterations throughout the sequence of the template molecule rather than only at specific locations.

Whole-Genome Analyses

In addition to using somatic point mutations as markers for the detection of tumor-derived DNA, other strategies for the detection of ctDNA have been developed, including genome-wide detection of rearrangements and chromosomal copy-number changes. Two genome-wide methods to identify alterations that can be applied to detection of tumor DNA in the circulation include Personalized Analysis of Rearranged Ends (PARE) and related approaches (85, 86) and digital karyotyping (87). PARE is a method for identifying genome rearrangements in human tumors and using these alterations for development and detection of tumor biomarkers in the circulation (85, 88). Digital karyotyping is a genome-wide method for detection of copy-number alterations and novel sequences that has been applied to detect previously uncharacterized chromosomal changes and exogenous sequences in human cancer (87, 89, 90).

Chromosomal rearrangements, defined as the joining of DNA sequences that are normally not adjacent in the human genome, have the potential to serve as highly sensitive biomarkers for tumor detection. Virtually all tumors of clinical consequence are thought to have rearranged DNA sequences, and these sequences are not present in normal human plasma or nontumor tissues. Gains and losses of chromosomal regions are similarly widespread in human cancer. Using PARE, rearrangements detected in tumor DNA, including those resulting from copy-number changes, have been used to develop PCR-based biomarker tests to quantitatively measure the level of ctDNA in patient blood specimens. Initial analyses demonstrated that the sensitivity of this approach (i.e., the ability to detect tumor DNA in a mixture of tumor and normal DNA) is lower than 0.001% (85). This approach provides an exquisitely sensitive and broadly applicable approach for the clinical management of patients with cancer.

Recent implementation of NGS with the above approaches has allowed direct sequence-based detection of chromosomal alterations in patient plasma (88, 91, 92). A challenge in adapting these methods for detection of rearrangements directly from plasma DNA is distinguishing the relatively few somatic structural alterations present in ctDNA from the much larger number of structural variants resulting from copy-number variations in the germline of all individuals. Bioinformatic filters have been developed that enrich for high-confidence somatic structural alterations while removing germline and artificial changes (88). For rearrangements, such filters include sequencing template molecules in the plasma from both ends and selecting paired-end sequences that map to different chromosomes or to the same chromosome but at large distances apart, span rearrangement junctions, or contain sequenced rearrangement breakpoints, and map to genomic regions that do not contain known germline copy-number variants or repeated sequences.

As a proof-of-principle of this approach, a recent analysis examined paired-end NGS data from plasma DNA of 10 patients with cancer and 10 normal controls (88). Application of the above criteria identified candidate rearrangements or chromosomal alterations that could be detected in all colorectal and breast cancer plasma samples analyzed but not in the plasma samples from healthy individuals (nor in a large number of additional normal genomes). The rearranged sequences were evaluated by PCR amplifications across the rearrangement junctions in plasma, tumor, and normal lymphocyte DNA from the same individuals, and all were confirmed to be present in the plasma and tumor samples, but not in the matched normal DNA. Several of the identified structural alterations included changes that contained actionable genes, including amplification of ERBB2 and amplification of CDK6, showing that ctDNA genotyping can be performed through a combination of whole-genome plasma sequencing and the approaches described above. Furthermore, the approach showed an association between the level of rearranged tumor markers and tumor burden during therapy.

Implementation of whole-genome NGS with approaches using the principles of digital karyotyping has similarly been used to identify copy-number alterations in maternal plasma DNA for detection of fetal aneuploidy (93, 94). These analyses highlight the utility of identifying copy-number alterations in ctDNA for prenatal diagnosis. In a complementary approach, light-coverage whole-genome analyses have also been used to analyze alterations in repetitive sequences in ctDNA in the circulation of patients with breast cancer (95).

Promise and Challenges of ctDNA

Analysis of ctDNA provides opportunities for noninvasive detection of human cancers. Detection of somatic genetic alterations in the circulation has been challenging, but new approaches for such analyses have facilitated sensitive and specific detection at low levels. As discussed above, such approaches were initially focused on known alterations in commonly altered genes, allowing only a limited number of mutations to be analyzed at one time. These approaches have now been extended to de novo mutations through unbiased analyses in a larger number of gene exons or through genome-wide approaches. Sensitivity of detection by focused approaches ranges from approximately 1:500,000 for mutant wild-type DNA sequences when analyzing rearrangements (85) to approximately 1:20,000 for point mutations (69). The practical sensitivity of NGS approaches for detecting such alterations may be as low as one alteration in several thousand wild-type molecules using a single lane of an NGS instrument (81, 82), and is expected to continue improving with the decreasing cost of sequencing and through new error-reducing approaches. This holds the promise of extending ctDNA from applications in late-stage tumors for genotyping and monitoring, to detection of residual disease after surgery and to early detection.

Despite progress in the analysis of ctDNA, many challenges remain. The most immediate applications focus on detection of hotspot alterations in commonly altered oncogenes. Although such analyses have important clinical uses, they miss the vast majority of somatic alterations in cancer that would require discovery of mutations rather than simply recognizing existing alterations. Likewise, although the technical sensitivity of the various approaches for mutation detection is known, the biologic level of ctDNA in early-stage patients, among different tumor types, or in various clinical scenarios has not
been characterized. Some of this information has recently become available and suggests that there is a wide range of levels of ctDNA among individual patients (15). For early-stage disease, the sensitivity of ctDNA approaches has been shown to be ≤50% in patients with localized colorectal, breast, esophageal, and pancreatic tumors (15, 96, 97), suggesting that this approach may be feasible for early detection in these and other tumor types. The amount of blood collected may be a limitation in some settings and may need to be increased to elevate the sensitivity of the approach. As with other diagnostic approaches, the use of ctDNA analyses in some clinical settings may result in detection of nonprogressing benign lesions that would not benefit from early intervention. In addition, the contribution of multiple heterogeneous tumor lesions to ctDNA will need to be evaluated, as clonal alterations common to all lesions in an individual will be present at a higher level than those that are heterogeneous or that may be present in only a single metastatic site. Approaches focusing on DNA changes may miss other molecular alterations that occur in patients with cancer, including increased levels of transcripts or protein biomarkers, although such changes lack the specificity of DNA-based somatic alterations.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF CTCs AND ctDNA

We have presented the technologic considerations in both CTC and ctDNA analyses, highlighting the promise as well as challenges facing both of these strategies. Both platforms are evolving rapidly, with considerable improvements expected over the coming years. Hence, we can provide only general guidelines about their comparative utility in addressing current and future needs in clinical oncology. Overall, the analysis of CTCs brings extraordinary depth by allowing analysis of the whole cell, with RNA- and protein-based diagnostic tests, as well as DNA-based genotyping. Most significantly, as single-cell technologies evolve, CTC analyses will allow precise measurements of cancer heterogeneity and subclonal populations. Ultimately, real-time studies of CTCs cultured ex vivo could allow drug-sensitivity testing and transform individualized therapeutics. However, CTC studies will become widespread only when the most promising technologies currently under development are commercialized and broadly available to the cancer research and clinical community.

In contrast, ctDNA analysis has the great attribute of ease of collection and high-throughput analysis. As such, ctDNA genotyping may be rapid, economical, and reliable for clinical applications. Furthermore, there are indications that the levels of ctDNA may be higher than CTCs in certain tumor types, facilitating direct analyses (15, 98). The limitations to ctDNA analyses are its restriction to measurable DNA mutations, gene copy abnormalities, and potential DNA methylation abnormalities. Although the purity and level of tumor-derived sequences within total free plasma DNA are variable (15), further improvements in DNA-sequencing technologies are likely to allow whole-genome analyses and associated gene discoveries. Together, CTC and ctDNA technologies are likely to be synergistic, rather than strictly competitive, in their applications to clinical oncology. In fact, the driving rationale for both technologies stems from the concept that tumors evolve, especially in response to powerful and effective therapies, and hence repeated sampling is essential for optimal patient management. As clinical decisions become increasingly dependent on real-time monitoring of tumor status, both CTC and ctDNA analyses, each with its own particular capabilities and applications, are likely to become essential components of cancer management.

Tumor Genotyping

The most immediate applications for both CTC and ctDNA analyses are likely to be the genotyping of cancers for which mutation-targeted therapies are effective. Currently, these involve predominantly the approved indications for non–small cell lung cancer (EGFR and ALK mutations) and melanoma (BRAF), as well as upcoming applications for BRAF + EGFR-directed therapies in colorectal cancer and PIK3CA-targeted treatments in breast cancer and other cancers (99, 100). These applications are likely to increase as additional genotype-driven therapies are developed, and though they constitute a small subset of all cancers, broad testing even in cases at relatively low risk is important, given their significant impact on therapeutic choices. The availability of real-time, noninvasive, and inexpensive blood-based tumor genotyping, through either CTC or ctDNA analyses, is likely to greatly increase its application in clinical oncology practice.

Understanding, circumventing, and ultimately treating acquired resistance to targeted therapies will require monitoring for multiple molecular mechanisms; acquired drug resistance-associated mutations (such as the T790M-EGFR mutation in lung cancer or emergence of KRAS mutations in colorectal cancer; refs. 101–104) will be measured by either ctDNA or CTC analyses, whereas more complex mechanisms (including EMT or transversions from non–small cell to small cell histologies; ref. 17) will require whole-cell analyses. Most importantly, monitoring evolving mechanisms of resistance before they overtake the tumor mass will involve measuring subclonal populations and assessing heterogeneity for molecular markers. Such analyses are possible using ctDNA through measurements of read numbers, comparing the frequency of different mutated alleles in each other. In CTC-based analysis, it will require analysis of single CTCs, a capability that is under active development but not yet routinely available.

Surrogates of Drug Response

There is currently a strong interest in the oncology community in considering whether CTC numbers or tumor-specific ctDNA levels can be used as a surrogate of treatment response. In some cancers, such as castration-resistant prostate cancer, neither serum PSA levels nor bone scan changes are predictive of long-term patient outcome following treatment with second-line hormonal therapies, and surrogate markers are essential to facilitate the selection of experimental agents (105, 106). Both CTC numbers and ctDNA have the potential to serve as markers of tumor burden within a given patient followed longitudinally (10, 11, 65, 86). However, long-term studies will be required to see if these measurements are correlated with disease-free survival (DFS) in specific clinical settings, and whether they outperform standard radiologic measurements of disease. For ctDNA, the timing of such measurements in relation to therapy may be important, as dying tumor cells may actually lead to increased DNA release into...
the circulation during treatment. In addition to such long-term predictive values, short-term readouts to guide choices among multiple therapies may one day become feasible. For instance, monitoring CTCs shortly after drug administration could measure rapid shifts in intracellular phospho-signaling, apoptosis, or proliferative indices. Alternatively using cfDNA, rapid shifts in allele fractions for specific mutations could identify responsiveness of subclonal tumor populations.

Detecting Early Relapse

The ability to detect molecular evidence of cancer recurrence after initial surgical or radiation treatments has been controversial. Early studies using RT-PCR analyses to detect known translocations were confounded by the absence of relevant therapeutic options (107). However, with the advent of increasingly effective therapies, diagnosing relapse early may allow more effective treatment while the tumor burden is still low. In this context, ctDNA analyses are particularly sensitive in that the primary tumor can be sequenced for tumor-specific “driver” or “passenger” translocations that provide an exquisitely sensitive way to monitor for early tumor recurrence (85, 88, 98).

High-Risk Localized Cancers

Most curative cancer therapies are administered in the adjuvant setting, where the low tumor burden is likely to result in eradication of tumor cells following appropriately administered therapy. Distinguishing individuals with localized tumors at high risk for recurrence who would benefit from such therapies, versus those who can be safely monitored without adjuvant treatment, has traditionally relied on histopathologic criteria within the primary tumor (e.g., grade, size, and vascular invasion), presence of tumor cells within draining “sentinel” lymph nodes, or the use of molecular markers, such as Oncotype Dx, which may help predict tumor aggressiveness in some contexts. However, these criteria have imperfect predictive value, and it is possible that levels of cfDNA or presence of tumor cells within the vasculature may provide additional information with respect to risk of relapse. For both ctDNA and CTC analyses, additional assay sensitivity will be critical to enable reliable analysis of small localized cancers, and rigorous clinical trials will be essential to test whether the amount of ctDNA or CTCs will correlate with high-risk localized cancers, or whether particular molecular or cellular subsets harbor such information.

Novel Therapeutic Targets

Long-term goals of both ctDNA and CTC analyses involve testing drug sensitivity regimens ex vivo in cells derived from an individual tumor. That goal, an ultimate achievement for personalized cancer therapy, would require the robust culture of viable CTCs, a promising area of investigation. It is also possible that CTC analyses will identify particular pathways that support the viability of tumor cells during their transit in the circulation; although such drug targets may not be evident from analyses of primary tumors, their identification in CTCs may enable therapeutic strategies to suppress blood-borne metastasis. Similarly, repeated deep sequencing of ctDNA during the course of treatment may identify key targets that have become dominant in a tumor in real time and help focus therapeutics on such targets. As an example of this approach, whole-genome analyses of plasma ctDNA during patient treatment have recently identified MET amplification as a mechanism of resistance to EGFR blockade with cetuximab (108, 109). Such analyses can be used for the discovery of molecular resistance as well as identification of new therapeutic targets.

Early Detection of Cancer

Finally, it is likely that blood-based diagnostics will have their greatest impact in early detection of cancer. Even localized cancers may shed some DNA into the circulation, and CTCs have been detected in some patients with localized cancer. Thus, the presence of these biomarkers in the blood does not by itself indicate advanced or incurable cancer, and both ctDNA and CTC analyses may prove suitable for early diagnosis of cancer. Much optimization remains to be done, both in terms of increasing the sensitivity of both assays and guarding against false positives, which may doom any population-based screening. Nonetheless, it is possible to imagine a time when individuals at high risk of developing cancer due to either genetic or environmental risk factors (e.g., women with inherited BRCA gene mutations at risk for breast cancer, or heavy smokers at risk for lung cancer) could be serially monitored using either ctDNA or CTC analyses. The choice of technology in such cases would be driven by cost, sensitivity, specificity, and robustness of the assays, but such approaches may change forever the approach to screening for cancers that are currently incurable unless diagnosed at an early stage.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We see very rapid progress in technologic developments toward blood-based diagnostics in clinical oncology, with multiple applications throughout different stages and disease types. Much remains to be done to optimize the diverse technologies and their applications, standardize these across different platforms, and enable their broad dissemination throughout the cancer research and clinical oncology communities. Nonetheless, these technologies are poised to radically change our approaches to the treatment of cancer. We see ctDNA and CTC analyses as complementary in the types of information that they will provide in different clinical settings. Where they are competitive, primarily in DNA genotyping analyses, it is likely that cost and reliability will dictate the most relevant technology, although even there, it is likely that different assays will be required in diverse clinical contexts (e.g., measurements of point mutations in DNA vs. chimeric translocated RNA transcripts, dominant mutations vs. rare subclones, known recurrent mutations in primary tumors vs. novel drug resistance associated variants). Together, ctDNA and CTC analyses are ushering in a new era in oncology, where “real-time” monitoring of tumor status is paramount for effective therapy.

The revolution in targeted cancer treatments, now accompanied by rapid changes in the ability to genotype cancers and measure their evolving functional properties through noninvasive blood monitoring, links cancer therapeutics and diagnostics as never before. These two previously disparate fields are now rapidly co-evolving, with the success of each depending on the capabilities of the other. This realization should lead to more integration of research in both academic and pharmaceutical efforts, as well as supporting research and ultimately clinical applications at the federal regulatory bodies.
level. As these technologies mature over the next few years and are disseminated to the cancer community, we anticipate that they will prove enabling for major new directions in the diagnosis and treatment of diverse cancers.
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